WALTER GOULD

"CAPTAIN BLACK JACK"

CAST

Mike Alexander (George Sanders) uses the Island of Majorca in the Mediterranean as a base for his smuggling operations. In this particular narrative, he is awaiting a huge consignment of drugs from Singapore; he has invested all of his ill-gotten gains in this venture, and if he can complete it, he will retire. While waiting for his "cargo" to arrive, he becomes involved with Nikarec (Dulio), a refugee who has been forced to leave his native country after an accident caused by a group of soldiers. Nikarec has become a smuggler, and he is eager to share this new lifestyle with Mike. Together, they embark on a journey that will test their loyalty and friendship.

SYNOPSIS

On a ship in international waters, Mike Alexander is introduced as "Captain Black Jack," a notorious smuggler who has made a fortune by smuggling drugs from Singapore to Europe. He is known for his bold and audacious nature, and his smuggling operations have earned him the respect of his peers.

In the course of his smuggling activities, Mike meets Nikarec, a young man who has been forced to leave his native country due to political unrest. Nikarec is a natural leader, and he quickly becomes involved in Mike's smuggling operations. Together, they embark on a journey that will test their loyalty and friendship.
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Moorehead Roles Always Expecting

Considering that Agnes Moorehead is the daughter of a draper and prepared for a life of schoolteaching, it is still a matter of amusement to her to watch herself on the silver screen.

Currently appearing in “Captain Black Jack” on the Thrukey screen as the eccentric millionairess who turns out to be a crook of high ambition, Miss Moorehead, erstwhile schoolmarm has been a crash mother in “Citizen Kane,” an hysterical aunt in “The Magnificent Ambersons,” for which, incidentally she was awarded the citation for “Best Supporting Role of the Year,” a murderer in “Dark Passage” and a bunny-widower in “Women in White.”

In “Captain Black Jack,” filmed on the exotic isle of Majorca in the Mediterranean, Miss Moorehead together with George Sanders and Patricia Roc, under the expert direction of Janus Donat, created an entirely new type of action-packed hits. A tale of intrigue, centering around a shipwreck of dope on one hand and a band of hounds on the other. “Captain Black Jack” mounts in a two-hour climax the full tensile potential of the Pervivier, noted for his eccentric plots, and from the scenes of the camera, it was a magic influence over the film, screenplay by Charlie Sprink, is more than the top notch cast has produced what is known in the industry as a triumphant phase.

In “Captain Black Jack” will continue at the... until the current Gold Coronation released by Classic Pictures.

ACTOR GEORGE SANDERS FLED RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

Rugged George Sanders, currently starring in “Captain Black Jack” on the local... Theatre screen holds a distinction not shared by many of his British countrymen, that of being born not only in a foreign land but in a city with two distinct names.

Sanders made his terrestrial debut in St. Petersburg, Russia, and, as all students of history know, that historic city changed its name to Leningrad after the Soviet took over the Russian empire. Since the city was named Leningrad instead of Sanders, this marked one time when George took second billing.

His birth as far as the shore of Alphon was due to the fact that his father, a manufacturer of rope, had lived his place of business in the Russian city. When the revolution broke out in the early part of the century, the Sanders clan returned to England where George received his formal education. Soon he was a student at the Sanders bank account fell in line with the depression and George turned to the stage more than anything else. Success, surprisingly, came rapidly and the embryo star emerged as one of Hollywood’s most gifted performers, appearing in over fifty films, including such amah triumphs as “All Alone,” “Wings,” “Brave Little Kitten,” “Lloyd of London.” He has been in six feet, handsome, urban and gifted with acting talent, which was a vast asset to the screen’s more popular leading men.

In “Captain Black Jack,” Sanders plays the part of a Mediter- ranean smuggler caught in a triple-cross which leads to violence, love and death. Trapped by fate in an attempt to highjack an entire ocean liner, Sanders, as Mike Alexander, runs into a hurricane of swift action and violence.

Majorca Once Smuggling Center

Exotic Majorca, celebrated in- land resort in the Mediterranean on which “Captain Black Jack,” coming next in... The theatre, was filmed, is today one of the world’s most pleasurable and beautiful for anyone, with Capri, Sardin, and other fabulous island suburbs.

But years ago Majorca, lying eerily off the coast of Spain, was not a resort center for society dandies; in older days Majorca was the den and hideout for most of the cut-throat and pirates there pirating there hiding and hiding in the mountain paths. Then under the Spanish flag, but far enough from the main land to make policing an easy task without any harm, Majorca was once a base for the earlier century “nobs” and “gun- men.” From its shores, pirates could float on the Atlantic or the South or French coast, raid the shores of the Corsican and British, and safely return to safe haven on their isles.

In “Captain Black Jack,” George Sanders plays the part of Mike Alexander, modern-day pirate and dastardly smuggler and Majorca as his jumping-off place and headquarters. In a three-way deal, Sanders runs afoul of the law and two rival thugs with much resultant gunfire and bloodthirsty adventure.

George Sanders tries to convince Patricia Roc of his love for her in "Captain Black Jack." The Classic Pictures release now playing at the... Theatre.

Barbara Niven Rose in别墅 Herbert Marshall, Agnes Moorehead and George Sanders about her terrifying experiences on a relief ship in "Captain Black Jack." The Classic Pictures release soon to be seen at the... Theatre.

Two Column Scene Mat No. 32
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HERBERT MASHALL LEARNED ACTING THE LONG HARD WAY

Suave Herbert Marshall, soon to appear on the local... Theatre screen in “Captain Black Jack” is a perfect example of the superiority of the American system of stage education. Lest any patriotic American rise in anger, let it be explained that no aspirants are being cast on native ways of acting—it is merely mentioned here that in a poll taken by a leading Institute of Relations among stage, film directors and producers, the vote was overwhelming in favor of the type of stage training Herbert Marshall exemplifies.

Whereas in “Captain Black Jack” in which he is cast, together with George Sanders and Agnes Moorehead, Marshall plays a police officer, or, more precisely, a band of dangerous and amoral criminals, his early career was taken up with portrayals of suave, drawing-room habitants. Hence he before could be typed as a fiancey devil, last seen in “Pandora’s Box,” stepped into straight drama, powerful roles both sympathetic and unsympathetic. His interpretation of the true continental tradition, enabled him to play seven different roles on seven different nights, to portray butlers one night and lead- ing men the next. Thus, as his career continued, he gained the polish and the patina that to-day mark every performance.

Now under the American plan of stage training, Marshall has entered the big stage comedy room, would have been typed and only some major or world-shaking event could have changed his direction. As agents or producers try to him in off-beat roles, he has been at the mercy of his roles, whereas under the American method of training, he can easily play any part he is offered.

Fast and furious in its action, “Captain Black Jack” affords Marshall a chance to play a sharp role, one of an international police chase, although mounted on horses and on foot, as opposed to the method employed by Agnes Sanders as the main thug, and as the chase moves along, the cast, Marshall helps make “Captain Black Jack” another triumph in his stage and screen career.

“Captain Black Jack” will arrive locally at the... Theatre next week after its limited engagement.

Hurry Hurry

Lovers of sheer excitement and real joy of theater who belong to the... Theatre, if they want to enjoy the true top action pictures for tonight marks the arrival of “Captain Black Jack,” starring George Sanders, Herbert Marshall, Agnes Moorehead and Patricia Roc.

Closing a successful engagement, Hollywood released the story of a dope-rumper who gets up on the windows and the international police on the express train to Majorca off the coast of Spain.

George Sanders listens to Agnes Moorehead’s conversation in “Captain Black Jack.” The Classic Pictures adventure-romance coming on to the... Theatre.
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You Name It—He Speaks It

You name the language and George Sanders, more than likely, will not only speak it, but speak it fluently.

Handsome and urbane, the film star currently being seen on the local... Theatre screen in “Captain Black Jack,” was born in all of places, Leningrad, Rus- sia. Actually he was born in St. Petersburg, but students of his- tory will know that St. Peters- burg was changed to Leningrad after the Russian Revolution. His father, a rope manu- facturer had a plant in St. Petersburg which explains why a perfectly good Englishman should first see light of day far from home, and since the entire family were linguists, it was only natural that George, although educated in England, should speak French, German, and Spanish, in the same ease that he spoke English.

In addition to his lingual tri- umphs George was better than a fair boxer. One time, while swim- ming, he saved the life of a fellow- bather, for which he was given the medal of the British Humano- Society.

In “Captain Black Jack” George plays a hardshelled sea rover and in modern parlance, caught in some international intrigue and murder plans. How he fights back and how he fares mark for exciting film fare.

Action Globe Totem on Stand

This marks the local opening of one of the season’s action-packed hits at the... Theatre, where “Captain Black Jack,” circling George Sanders, Herbert Marshall, Agnes Moorehead and Patricia Roc bows in for a...
Dope Runner

In "Captain Black Jack" Sanders finds himself playing a racial deep in trouble, adventure and fast. Running from film scratch, and with the exotic in Middle-Eastern a jumping-off place for landing the stuff on the Euro- pean shores, George gets caught in a whirlwind of violence.

"Captain Black Jack" will be at the local theatre. It is a Lester Gould phone presentation re- leased by Classic Pictures.

This Chap Likes Mediterranean

"Captain Black Jack," action-packed drama of intrigue on the Mediterranean island of Majorca, is now playing at the local theatre. For a limited time, starring with the great Herbert Marshall, trip with the Mediterranean Sea as a backdrop.

Duviver, one of the world's foremost directors first rose to fame with his celebrated "Pepe the King Prawn," the daring French picture of the Algerian "Catch." It was Duviver's production that brought "Aljaba" to America. His film was a great success.

However, his success in the American market has not been transferred to the stage. The "Captain Black Jack" has been adapted from a novel by Jules Verne, but the resulting play has not caught on with the public.

Theatre screens are filled with action-packed dramas, but "Captain Black Jack" seems to be lacking in excitement and drama.

Debit Here—Credit There!

Believe it or not, saving Herbert Marshall's George Sanders and Agnes Moorehead's Miss Duviver in "Captain Black Jack" is one actress who has sold over 100,000 copies of a novel, which was acclaimed as the "Most Supporting Performance of the Year." One of her most notable triumphs was her role as an exotic warrior in the gripping and deeply moving "Svengali." It was such a success that it proved to be a best seller in that year's reading list. She switched to the silver screen, and Miss Moorehead has been a number one star of the American film industry, including Charles Boyer, Cedric Hardwicke and Charles Lathun who has broken box offices.

In "Captain Black Jack," Miss Moorehead is part of an unproven triumph of thundering seas. She had an important role to play in making "Captain Black Jack" a success. She brought her wealth of experience to the part and helped make the film a failure.

First Trip To Majorca

Although he has traveled to many places in the world, George Sanders, starring in "Captain Black Jack" and "The Great Wall," has never been to Majorca until recently. He was invited to visit the beautiful island and took advantage of the opportunity.

"Captain Black Jack" is a tale of mystery and intrigue, involving both of George and Agnes Moorehead's characters. The story of "Captain Black Jack" is as well as "The Great Wall," "Turban of Spain," "The Secret Agent," and "The Great Gatsby."

ACTION-PACKED DRAMA OF SMUGGLING COMING TO TORITZ

Film fans who respond to robust and vigorous action are in for a treat when "Captain Black Jack" opens at the local theatre this weekend.

FIlmed in exotic Majorca and on the Mediterranean, starring George Sanders, Herbert Marshall, Agnes Moorehead and Patricia Roc, "Captain Black Jack" is a tale of action, romance and violence and has been described as "a thrilling suspense story.

The story of "Captain Black Jack" is one of smuggling—both drug smuggling and arms smuggling. According to Alexander George Sanders, who plays the part of a smuggler, "I am not going to say anything about my character, but I will say that I enjoy playing the part of an unscrupulous arms smuggler and murderet. When he meets up with the British policeman Marcel Dallo, and both are being shadowed by international police, the tension reaches a peak.

Herbert Marshall, as the detective, stems the tide of the eccentric millionaires add to the excitement of the story with their exotic adventures and that make "Captain Black Jack" emerge as a truly unique and satisfying production.

TURKEY (STAGE THAT IS) NOT IN AGNES MOOREHEAD'S DIET

Back Bay born and bred, Agnes Moorehead, currently gracing the screen in "Captain Black Jack," is one actress who has sold the British men's magazine of the year. She had the unfortunate experience of playing a Turkish slave in "A Stage That Is Turkey," a flop show.
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From the four corners of the earth they came...

No adventurer ever hit with the power of "CAPTAIN BLACK JACK"

Produced and Directed by JULIEN DUVIER
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No adventurer hits with the power of "CAPTAIN BLACK JACK"

Produced & Directed by JULIEN DUVIER
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No adventurer ever hit with the power of—

"CAPTAIN Black Jack"

A Walter Guild Presentation • Released by Classic Pictures • Produced and Directed by JULIEN DUVIVIER
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He Fought For A Hidden Fortune... And A Girl With A Hidden Past!

GEORGE SANDERS • HERBERT MARSHALL • PATRICIA ROC • AGNES MOOREHEAD
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No adventurer ever hit with the power of—

"CAPTAIN Black Jack"

Produced and Directed by JULIEN DUVIVIER • Released by Classic Pictures
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MAT 203
From the four corners of the earth they came...

Black Jack—
Tough as his name, born of the sea—haunted on every deck!

The Tampress—
Her eyes were like deep pools—if a man came too close he could drown!

Mr. X—
Someone he found was a mark that fed a master criminal—or a police chief!

The Rich Widow—
The tanks of money only made her hungrier for bigger crimes!

No adventurer ever hit with the power of

"CAPTAIN
Black Jack"

A Walter Wanger Presentation • Released by Classic Pictures • Produced and Directed by JULIEN DUUVIER

T H E A T R E

He Hits With The Power Of His Name!

"CAPTAIN
Black Jack"

Produced and Directed by BLENN SHOWER
Released by Classic Pictures

T H E A T R E

Never an adventurer
like this

"CAPTAIN
Black Jack"

Produced and Directed by BLENN SHOWER
Released by Classic Pictures

T H E A T R E
Play Em Black Jack
In Your Lobby

Here's a novel eye-catcher which should draw plenty of comment and stir interest in "Captain Black Jack."

Week prior to your play date set up semi-circular table such as is used in gambling houses the world over to play Black Jack on. Have an usher in shirt sleeves with arm bands, eyeshade, etc., behind table with necessary cards (To Be Authentic Use "Bee" Brand with small diamond design—these are used the world over).

Usher, as dealer, can play all comers (one game to a customer) and sign behind the game can read:

"PLAY BLACK JACK AS THEY DO ON THE FABULOUS ISLE OF MAJORCA"

... AND DON'T FAIL TO SEE...

GEORGE SANDERS, HERBERT MARSHALL & AGNES MOOREHEAD

in

"CAPTAIN BLACK JACK"

Beginning Next At This Theatre!

NOTE! If police, church, etc. clearance can be arranged, allow usher to play customers for a penny-a-game, winner to put winnings in jar for worthy charity. This will add spice to arrangement.

★★★★

Sell Sanders In
His New-Type Role

Mr. Exhibitor, here's your chance to build up a nice little campaign on the fact that in "Captain Black Jack" George Sanders plays a real tough-guy part—something entirely different from his other characterizations.

Using this as a jumping-off spot, why not build up a lobby or store-window display showing 8 x 10 stills of Sanders from different pictures each with a short caption such as:

"REMEMBER HIM IN...?"

"HERE HE IS IN...?"

etc., etc.

Then under a BIG BLOWUP of him in "CAPTAIN BLACK JACK" you can Banner Out:

"HERE'S THE BRAND-NEW ROUGH-GUY SANDERS...

EVERY INCH A KILLER!"

★★★★

Cruise News

Dont Forget To
Use Travel Ads

The Island of Majorca is really one of those fabulous spots that rank with Capri, Bali and Tahiti—everybody speaks of these places but very few people have ever been there.

Get in touch with a local travel agency and arrange for a display of travel literature centered about the Mediterranean and particularly Majorca. This will prove colorful and a certain eye-catcher for your lobby and for all the local merchants you can tie-in with. Naturally you will include 8 x 10 stills from "CAPTAIN BLACK JACK" since these stills were actually shot on Majorca.

Copy can read:

"WE CAN'T ALL VISIT FABULOUS MAJORCA... BUT HERE'S A CHANCE TO SHARE ADVENTURE THERE WITH GEORGE SANDERS, HERBERT MARSHALL AND AGNES MOOREHEAD. COME TO MAJORCA—COME TO THE THEATRE. SEE "CAPTAIN BLACK JACK"... BE THRILLED BY THIS MEDITERRANEAN THRILLER!"

★★★★

Street Stencil
Will Help Plenty

The Old-Fashioned Street Stencil will come in mighty handy for this engagement.

Have stencil made showing two cards (Ace & King) and words Captain & Black Jack above and below the cards. Have stenciled sidewalks, billboards, etc. all over town promote your picture prior to and during engagement.

FREE PASSES
ARE ATTENTION GETTERS

Since not too many people have ever visited Majorca, you won't be filling the house with paper if you offer free Ducats to anybody who can show proof they have already visited Majorca. Perhaps you can get said parties to tell about it for local newspaper consumption. Anyway, it's a nice way to introduce the picture by using the locale as a lever. Try it—either way you have to win!

Tease Em With
"DOPE" EXHIBIT

Here's a novel and easy-to-arrange teaser display for your lobby. Under card reading:

MIKE ALEXANDER WAS RUNNING DOPE
WHEN THE LAW CAUGHT UP WITH HIM!

What Was He Waiting For On The Isle Of Majorca?

set up vials of sugar, salt, tinted crystals etc. and tag each one:
HEROIN? MORPHINE? COCAINE? HASHEESH? CODEINE?

Your local pharmacist will help you and advise you as to color and type of crystal or powder to use.

Naturally cards will announce coming playdates and cast and credits.

Black Jack, Contest

The words BLACK JACK are the name of a Card-Game ("21") and in addition to being a Deadly Weapon, it is also a not too common nickname (Blackjack Pershing).

With cooperation of your local gazette or personal arrangement with one of the columnists, arrange for contest to find out how name originated, how it came to be applied to Game, Weapon & Person, etc.

Tie-Up For
Magazine Display

This story CAPTAIN BLACK JACK is strictly high adventure and rough tough action all the way. A colorful display could be worked up by arranging with your local newsdealer to display a load of ADVENTURE MAGAZINES (this is the name of the mag—ADVENTURE) with sign topping display off:

FOR REAL HARDBOILED ROUGH TOUGHER ADVENTURE...

Don't Dare Miss "CAPTAIN BLACK JACK" Etc., Etc., Etc.

Display should be set so colors of May Covers Hit Patrons Eye With Bang—Use Spots Etc. To Build It Up!
“NAME THE PIX”
CONTEST WILL BE FUN

Here’s an “easy to handle” contest that can be run either through your newspaper or right in your lobby. Both George Sanders and Herbert Marshall have played in loads of pictures. Run contest with contestants to name pix either star has appeared in together with letter telling “Why I Like To See (one of the two) In the Movies!”

Winners (10 to 20) get free ducats and you get plenty of publicity for CAPTAIN BLACK JACK.

USE ACCESSORIES

CAPTAIN BLACK JACK is really a BOX OFFICE BONANZA! Here is a picture that’s a real throwback to those hardbitten adventure tales that rang up terrific grosses in past years. Get behind this baby and give it a sendoff and it will drag ‘em through the streets to see your show!

In plain language, get off your seat and get out and for a change THREE-SHEET YOUR TOWN! For a change . . . SOCK IT TO ‘EM . . . and they’ll sock it on the line at your BOX-OFFICE!

ORDER PLENTY OF PAPER, DISPLAYS, CUT-OUTS and STILLS and GET LOOSE LIKE IN THE OLD DAYS!

You’ve got the B O Potential In Your Town—HERE’S THE PICTURE TO BRING IT OUT . . . RIGHT DOWN TO YOUR BOX OFFICE!

USE THE POSTERS USE THE LOBBY DISPLAYS USE THE STILLS!!

Useful Teaser Throwaway

Here is a throwaway which will definitely not be thrown away and it is guaranteed that each recipient will not look once but several times, and it is likely to be passed around.

Concentrate on the three white dots between “Black” and “Jack” for about 45 seconds and then look at any blank space, wall or ceiling, and you will see “BLACK JACK” everywhere you look.

SHIP MODEL DISPLAY
WILL PROVIDE SOCK BUILD-UP

In the picture CAPTAIN BLACK JACK. The Black Jack is a yacht so why not tie in with a Ship-Model Contest, all entries to be displayed in either your lobby or prominent window in town with suitable cards and scenes from the picture to sell your idea.

Contest can be split into groups such as Square Riggers, Sloops, Yachts, etc. to whet interest—by doing this you can spot displays in various store windows.

Naturally you will log all entries with suitable cards and credits—give entrants a pass and various stores give prizes of merchandise.

If a Fifth Avenue Savings Bank can successfully display this type of promotion in its windows, you can too!

Get Going, Mr.! This One Is Really An Eye-Catcher!

Stunts for Holiday Spots

If you are operating in a seaside situation don’t ignore the title value and marine association of the film. Here is your opportunity to arrange for excursion boats to visit the pictures, pennants and banners etc. to advertise your picture where it is most likely to have impact upon visitors to the town.

The same idea, of course, can be used in other towns on boating lakes and rivers, etc.

Why not buy several seaside parasols and have them lettered with the title and name of your cinema and loan them out to people on the beach. Here is an effective advertisement to which no one can take exception even in the most stringent towns.

SHORT FILLERS

George Sanders, currently playing a hardbitten Mediterranean smuggler in “Captain Black Jack,” coming next . . . to the local . . .

Theatre was born in St. Petersburg, Russia, but fled with his family when the Soviets overthrew the Czar. However, lost any hot-blooded fan think Sanders is Russian, let it be known here and now that George is English, since his father was also English, having a rope manufacturing plant in Russia.

Agnes Moorehead, coming next . . . to the local . . .

Theatre in Julien Duvivier’s “Captain Black Jack” is a real real American. Born in Boston, educated in Ohio and then in Wisconsin, she taught school in Wisconsin and travelled all over the country while learning her trade as an actress. Miss Moorehead is the owner of a 320-acre farm in Ohio where she some day hopes to retire and live a truly rural life.

Miss Patricia Roc is tired of folks who inquire if she is related to the fabulous bird in “Sinbad the Sailor.” But since that is her name and she doesn’t care to change it, there isn’t much she can do about it. Miss Roc will be seen with George Sanders and Herbert Marshall in “Captain Black Jack” at the local . . .

Theatre. Beginning next . . . where it will open a limited . . . day engagement.

The exotic island of Majorca, lying close to both Spain and France is the locale of the exciting “Captain Black Jack,” soon to arrive at the local . . .

Theatre. “Captain Black Jack” stars George Sanders and Herbert Marshall together with Agnes Moorehead and Patricia Roc.

George Sanders speaks five languages fluently, plays the piano, saxophone and guitar, was a crack-jack athlete in his younger days and is married to glamorous Zsa Zsa Gabor. What else can a man desire! George will be seen beginning next . . . on the local . . .

Screen in Julien Duvivier’s “Captain Black Jack” which will play a limited . . . day engagement.

Julien Duvivier, noted director of “Captain Black Jack,” coming next . . . to the . . .

Theatre, will be well-remembered for his thrilling “Tales of Manhattan” and “Great Waltz.” In former years, he was the director of “Pepe Le Moko” From which the celebrated “Algera” was later made. “Captain Black Jack” is sheer excitement in the best Duvivier tradition.